
THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE ONLINE EVENT ARE AS FOLLOWS 

 

1. We promote poetry in regional languages as equally enthusiastically as Hindi 
or English poetry. We want to encourage students to write and be fluent in 
their mother tongue too. Hence, we are calling for entries in the following 
languages:  

Assamese; Hindi; Marathi; Santhali; Bengali; Kannada; Maithili; Sindhi; Bodo; 
Kashmiri; Nepali; Tamil; Bhojpuri; Konkani; Oriya; Telugu; Dogri; Malayalam; 
Punjabi; Urdu; Gujarati; Manipuri; Sanskrit; Other Languages Spoken in India 

  

2. We DO NOT charge any money for any performance on Kavitabol whatsoever. If 
you come across any such demand anytime through the submission process, please 
write to us at kavitabol2014@gmail.com. 

  

3. The last date to send submissions is 20th of October 2020. 

  

4. Submission of entries does not guarantee that the content will be published. 
However, if certain entries get delayed through the process of submission and their 
editing, they may get published after 14th of November 2020. 

  

5. We are calling for entries from all over India, and wish to accommodate over 
50 videos spreading across all the languages we get entries in. For some languages 
that we do not understand, we may contact the supporting teachers to get 
clarification around the video contents. 

  

6. Selected videos will be broadcasted on our YouTube channel Kavitabol between 
9th of November to 14th of November 2020. 

  

7. All the children whose videos get selected will get an appreciation letter and a 
Kavitabol merchandise as a token of love and encouragement to keep writing and 
trying to make the best of their talent. We will write about it to all eligible schools 
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sometime between Dec 20 - Jan 21. 

  

8. Until and unless stated otherwise, all entries will be accepted by the Google 
web form accessible here. If the shortcut does not work, you can also click on the 
following direct links: 

  

A. https://bit.ly/kavitabolentries14nov 
B. https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeEvfAsOjtXfboYbMKsDRf_v9zVKU
pNCXfjV5ASvHSzz-hVBQ/viewform 

We look forward to an active participation from your school to make this event a 
success. 

You can reach out to us via a Phone call or WhatsApp on any of the following 
numbers:  

(i)            +91-9716581164 (Official business contact for Kavitabol) 

(ii)          +91-9953555799 (Manish Kumar Yadav, Co-Founder) 

(iii)         +91-9560064592 (Biswajita Rout, Co-Founder)  

Alternatively, you may also write an email to kavitabol2014@gmail.com 
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